Japanese Experience Program in Kyoto (JEP Kyoto)

Along with the relocation of the Faculty of Intercultural Communication from our Seta Campus to our Fukakusa Campus in April 2015, Ryukoku University has launched the Japanese Experience Program in Kyoto (JEP Kyoto), a program designed for Ryukoku University’s incoming exchange students that combines features of the Japanese Culture and Language Program (JCLP) and Japan and Asian Studies (JAS) Program, which have enjoyed immense popularity over the years.

Situation-based Japanese language classes, based on topic syllabi, are offered to accommodate exchange students from the beginner to advanced levels. Participants may also choose from a variety of elective courses taught in either Japanese or English. Furthermore, exchange students may also register for classes in Ryukoku University’s Faculties and Graduate Schools if they meet the language requirement and are accepted by the instructor.

※Some JEP Kyoto elective courses may not be available for institutional reasons.